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Overview
Created in 2012, the New Jersey Interfaith 
Advisory Council (IAC) is a network 
designed to facilitate the sharing and 
dissemination of information with faith-
based organizations and pertinent members 
of their communities around New Jersey. 
The IAC is chaired by NJOHSP Director 
Jared Maples.

Collaboration
The Council provides a venue for 
government officials and members of law 
enforcement to maintain an open dialogue 
with hundreds of Christian, Muslim, Sikh, 
and Jewish faith-based leaders throughout 
New Jersey. The IAC, which has more 
than 2,500 active members across the 
State, meets on a quarterly basis, with 
representatives from the Office of the 
Attorney General, New Jersey State Police, 
FBI, and local law enforcement among 
those in attendance. Open communication 
at these meetings has strengthened the 
goodwill between law enforcement and 
faith-based groups that is crucial toward 
keeping religious communities safe and 
secure in one of the most diverse states in 
the nation. The IAC has been the sounding 
board for a variety of concerns and provides 
partnering agencies with feedback and 
insight into the needs of the community at 
large in an effort to enhance their ability to 
better protect themselves and prepare for 
natural and manmade disasters.

Community Resources
To supplement the key activities of the IAC, 
NJOHSP provides security training, at no 
cost, and facilitates the availability of grant 
opportunities for nonprofit organizations 
in these communities to improve facility 
security and develop their own training 
programs. For more information, please 
visit www.njohsp.gov/interfaith. 

See Something, 
Say Something
NJOHSP encourages faith-based leaders 
and congregants to report suspicious 
activity. Notifying local law enforcement 
and the Counterterrorism Watch desk at 
1-866-4-SAFE-NJ, tips@njohsp.gov, or 
via the SAFE-NJ mobile application can 
potentially stop the next terrorist incident. 
Even if you think your observations are not 
important, they may be a piece of a larger 
puzzle.

For more information or to join, please contact communications@njohsp.gov.

Interfaith Advisory Council meeting in New Brunswick 
on October 4, 2018
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